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Abstract: School-based mentors play a key role in the learning processes of student teachers. Ideally, they facilitate student teachers to scrutinize their approaches and underlying assumptions, and link these to theoretical notions. In this study we investigated how three mentors used a goal-system representation (GSR) tool in their mentoring conversations. The GSR tool is essentially a visual reflection of the student teacher’s personal theory regarding classroom practice. It was developed at our teacher training institute to help our students see the personal relevance of research literature and theory and apply it to their lesson plans, to bridge the gap between educational theory, their vision of good teaching and their educational practice. In three explorative case studies, we show how mentors use the GSR tool and to what extent they support three levels of personal theory development: sharing, investigating and transforming. In all cases, student teachers could relate their practices to theoretical notions, giving access to their mentors for further questioning of their sense-making of the situation. Mentors successfully use these opportunities for personal theory development in various ways. We conclude that the GSR tool functions as a boundary object between theory and practice and between institute-based and school-based teacher education.
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1. Introduction

Good quality teaching needs both practical experiences and theoretical underpinnings. For this reason, teacher education programs always seek to combine and balance learning by doing (practice) with learning about (doing) (theory). Ideally, student teachers productively connect theory with practice and develop their own personal theory, the theory they actually work with. Buitink, who refers to this as practical theory, states: ‘Practical theory is the fairly integrated sum total of experiential knowledge (as a person and as a teacher), academic or theoretical knowledge and knowledge acquired through interaction with others’ [1] (p.119). A personal theory develops continuously and is therefore dynamic [2,3].

Making productive connections between theory and practice is not self-evident, however [4]. It ideally requires that student teachers are willing and able to understand and interpret theoretical frameworks and research outcomes and experiment with new perspectives in their classrooms. Such a top–down reference is needed to broaden student teachers’ perspectives on ‘good teaching’ and invite them to look beyond their own experience [5]. For example, at the beginning of their education many student teachers perceive ‘building a positive relationship with students by showing interest’ as the main contributor to their students’ experience of connectedness. Later on, for instance, autonomy supportive teaching [6] may provide them with other options on how to connect with their students. This top–down learning process is generally often accommodated at
teacher education institutes. What is challenging, however, is that student teachers tend to conceptualize theory and practice as opposites and often perceive strong theory as being too abstract and generic [7]. This seems to be caused by a misleading expectation that strong and descriptive theory should be able to prescribe ready-to-use guidelines for practice. From her research, Sjölie concluded that starting a meta-dialogue with student teachers about the relationship between theory and practice is essential to overcome such misleading conceptualizations and to truly develop a personal theory instead.

Besides the ability to critically evaluate research findings and theoretical frameworks and understand their potential, student teachers also need to be able to understand and assess their own practice and personal theory through critical reflection. Such ‘bottom-up’ learning processes are generally organized in internships. Made explicit, student teachers can scrutinize their approaches, underlying motives and assumptions, also referred to as their ‘knowledge in action’ or ‘tacit knowledge’, and link these to theoretical notions [8,9]. This is needed to further the process of dialogue and critical reflection that is essential to their professional development [3,10]. Acquiring such awareness is not an easy feat. It requires a positive and safe environment to ensure an open mindset and room for professional vulnerability [11–13]. Student teachers, therefore, need effective tools to explicate and evaluate the reasoning behind their design and enactment of lessons during their training [14].

In our teacher education program, we have addressed these conceptual and methodological issues in two ways. Firstly, we have organized our curriculum around core practices that steer both theoretical exploration and practical skill learning at the same time [10,15,16]. Secondly, and most important to this article, we have developed a tool that helps our students to bridge the, at times, frustrating gap between educational theory, their vision of good teaching and their educational practice. The tool was originally developed to study implementation processes of innovative teaching practices [17–20]. It invites student teachers to explicate which goals they hope to achieve at different stages of their lessons in a schematic overview or visual ‘goal-system representation’ (GSR). The goal-system representation is essentially a reflection of the student teachers’ personal theory regarding classroom practice [21].

So far, we have explored working with the GSR tool in several contexts of the teacher education program we run. First and foremost, it has been used, for several years now, at our institute as part of a learning trajectory towards a professional investigative attitude (or ‘inquiry as stance’) [16]. In light of becoming consumers of research and becoming evidence-informed professionals, student teachers individually construct a visual image (GSR) of building blocks that represents how their lessons generally tend to unfold; they then connect the building blocks to corresponding goals. They subsequently read and discuss research literature and theory, based on which they devise potential next steps in their development. Finally, they adapt their GSR based on these ideas (modular redesign) [16,22]. In this context, the GSR tool has proved effective in two ways: it helps student teachers see the personal relevance of research literature and theory and apply it to their lesson plans; it has also stimulated group talk and learning to have meaningful professional dialogues with peers [23]. For some students, their GSR has formed the basis for a small-scale action research conducted in their schools [24].

Besides being used at the institute, the GSR tool has also found its way to the schools that our TE institute works with. During the internships, school-based mentors play a key role in the student teachers’ development [25,26]. They are expected to help student teachers learn how to connect what they learn from their program courses at the institute with what they do in their classrooms [27]. In the study presented here, we show how the GSR tool functions in the context of the internship, where the focus is more on learning by doing.

Given their influential role, we wanted to know how the GSR tool supports school-based mentors in their coaching practices. The goal of our research was to explore if and
how the GSR tool supports a professional dialogue of personal theory between student teachers and their mentors.

2. Theoretical Background

Primarily, school-based mentors possess practical knowledge about mentoring and the process of learning how to teach [28]. They are experienced teachers who can be an example to student teachers. At the same time, they are expected to assist student teachers with developing their personal theory by making connections between theoretical frameworks and their teaching experiences, and to help them integrate pedagogical content knowledge into their teaching practice within a dynamic and demanding learning environment [29]. The mentoring task is not an easy one. Mentors often mention how they struggle to bring their students’ underlying assumptions to the surface and to resist teacher students’ longing for immediate bite-sized practical tips and tricks [30,31]. Berry also described mentoring as dominated by tensions between conflicting purposes which mentors learn to master through professional self study [32]. Similar to their students, school-based mentors need support to help their students’ questioning and theorizing about their practical experiences.

Goal-system representations are personal constructs that show how people connect hierarchies of goals to actions in pursuit of tasks [33]. The GSR tool is based on the idea that goals are the most proximate determinant for behavior, mediating at the same time the effects of work context, as well as knowledge and beliefs on practical decision-making [34]. The tool was originally developed for the educational context of studying implementation processes of innovative teaching practices [17,35]. It aims to help student teachers to explicate which goals they hope to achieve at different stages of their lessons in a schematic overview or visual goal-system representation. The GSR tool centers around the following activities (see Table 1 for the questions that are central to the activity): student teachers first identify the building blocks of a representative lesson (i.e., a scenario of how their lessons generally unfold in practice). Then, they describe how they prepare for each lesson component (preparation). Finally, they identify the underlying goals they wish to attain or the underlying beliefs and principles they aspire to with each of the building blocks. These goals may vary from highly practical goals or principle goals, to more abstract identity goals that reflect the kind of teacher they want to be. The relatedness between the three layers is expressed through arrows. This generates a visual overview of representative lesson patterns and connected goals, the GSR that student teachers have developed over time in interaction with their pupils (see Figure 1). They are then asked to evaluate each of the building blocks, preparation steps and goals. Are they satisfied with the way this part of the lesson unfolds? Do they think they succeed in achieving a specific goal? Is there anything they would like to develop? Based on this evaluation the student teachers formulate their own starting points for further professional development.

Table 1. Overview of the guiding questions for constructing a GSR activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creating the WHAT row (‘recreating the lesson scenario’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creating the HOW row (‘looking at the preparation’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creating the WHY row (‘looking at the underlying goals’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. A GSR shows an hierarchical structure of means–ends relationships. A representative lesson is visualized as a sequence of lesson building blocks (e.g., ‘explain theory’). Below the building blocks, the preparation blocks show how the student teacher prepares for the lesson (e.g., ‘select and execute tasks’). Above the building blocks, underlying goals are represented such as practical goals, principle goals and/or identity goals.

The GSR tool assists student teachers in recognizing the detailed goal–means relationships that underlie their developing practice and that are inherent to their lesson designs. Such goal–means relations integrate specific parts of a teacher’s personal theory [35]. Besides the focus on goal–means relations, the GSR tool pictures a complete representative lesson and how it unfolds in practice to work with in coaching sessions, instead of working with very specific instances of in-class experiences (e.g., a classroom-management situation or an instruction) which then tend to be discussed decontextualized. These building blocks are meaningful units of analysis that are relatively easy to identify [33], while at the same time the student teacher is able to keep a holistic view of the lesson, affording an understanding of the interconnectedness of different goals and means. Furthermore, it provides an immediate visual overview of the student teacher’s rationale behind the sequence of building blocks in terms of perceived goal achievement, a part of personal theory which often proves difficult to tap into.

Finally, the GSR tool places the (development of) personal theory explicitly in the practical work context. It builds on recent theories of how people make decisions about tasks in complex practices and therefore integrates vision and personal theories about teaching and learning with perceptions of practical constraints and affordances of the classroom context [36]; all these factors may translate as goals that need to be achieved [37].

In sum, the idea behind the GSR tool is that it helps student teachers to explicate and visualize ideals and assumptions, to identify successful and less successful realizations of their goals in practice and to help them think about possible adjustments that might work in their specific context. We anticipated that the GSR tool would support school-based mentors in having professional dialogues with their students on the level of patterns in
their thinking and acting, so that students are invited to develop their personal theory. Based on previous experience with GSR at our institute, we expected students to develop their personal theories on three levels of development: a better and explicit understanding of their own goal–means relations (level 1), a more thorough awareness of the theoretical notions that may explain or underly these goal–means relations (level 2) and a more transformative use of theory in professional dialogues about these goal–means relations to foresee and hypothesize potential new practices (level 3).

In line with these expectations this research set out to find answers to the following research questions. To what extent do the data reflect the following:

1. A better and explicit understanding of the student teacher, with respect to their own goal–means relations (level 1)?
2. A more thorough awareness of the theoretical notions that may explain or underly these goal–means relations (level 2)?
3. A more transformative use of theory in professional dialogues about these goal–means relations to foresee and hypothesize potential new practices (level 3)?

3. Methods

This study concerned a small-scale qualitative and explorative study into how three school-based mentors used the GSR tool in their mentoring conversations. In this study, we compared and contrasted cases to identify themes that helped characterize the mentoring conversations that emerged in terms of level of development of personal theory.

3.1. Context and Cases

We present three cases in which school-based mentors coach their student teachers using the GSR tool. The mentors involved in this study work at the same school in a rural area of the Netherlands. At the school, general professional development activities are organized for all the student teachers in the school. Constructing and discussing a GSR amongst peers is a standard professional development group activity in this program. Up until this study, the GSR tool had not been part of mentoring conversations, however. This means that all three mentors were familiar with the tool, but they had not worked with it themselves in their one-to-one mentoring practices.

The mentors serve as daily mentors to student teachers and play a key role in their development by inviting reflection on their practice and by assessing their practice. Despite their efforts, all three mentors find it challenging to help their student teachers uncover patterns in their thinking and actions to help them develop a personal theory. On entering this study, the mentors formulated their own learning objectives for working with the GSR tool. Overall, they expected the GSR tool to facilitate the improvements they sought in conversations with their students.

Case 1: Mentor1 (M1) is an English teacher, in her first year as a mentor. She wants to practice with an inquiry-based approach to coaching. The student teacher (ST1) is in the first year of a 4-year teacher education program to become a teacher in lower secondary school in pre-vocational higher and pre-academic education. She is in the first phase of her internship. Her GSR pertains to lower secondary school pre-vocational education.

Case 2: Mentor2 (M2) is a Dutch language teacher who has been a mentor for 6 years. She was curious about how the GSR tool would help guide the conversation towards the student’s personal theory and what outcomes it would produce. The student teacher (ST2) is an experienced primary teacher who is in her third year of a 4-year second career teacher education program to become a teacher in lower secondary school in pre-vocational higher and pre-academic education. Her GSR pertains to lower secondary school pre-vocational education.

Case 3: Mentor3 (M3) is a physical education teacher who is in his first year as a mentor. He wants to practice adopting an open attitude and asking open-ended questions to invite the student to think and openly express her thoughts. The student teacher (ST3) is
in her last year of a 4-year teacher education program to become a lower secondary school teacher to students in pre-vocational education. Her GSR pertains to vocational training class; she prepares her students for the job market.

3.2. Data Collection

For each case, the following data were collected:

1. GSRs and mentor notes: the GSRs made by the student teachers were collected and digitalized as well as the mentors’ notes about the GSRs of their students in preparation for their mentoring conversations;

2. Video recordings and transcripts: the mentor–student teacher conversations were videorecorded (case 1: 19’; case2: 16’; case3: 15’) and all relevant parts of the recordings were transcribed;

3. Reflections of student teachers: the student teachers were asked to reflect on creating the GSR and on the mentoring conversations. Written reflections of ST2 and ST3 were collected in the week after the mentoring conversation took place (digital, Google Form). They were asked to score three short statements on the perceived usefulness of the GSR in the mentoring situation (1–5, certainly not–definitely) and to explain their scores. ST1 reflected briefly with her mentor on the mentor conversation at the end of the conversation in response to an open question (audio).

4. Reflections of mentors: M2’s written reflection was collected the week after the conversation took place (digital, Word doc). She was asked to score 3 short statements on the usefulness of the GSR tool (1–4, certainly not–definitely) and to explain her scores. M1 and M3 reflected on the conversation and their mentoring practices when they analyzed the videotapes of each other’s conversation. They discussed this with the researchers (author 1, 3 and 4), who made notes (researchers notes). M3 additionally made notes in a log he kept. In the analysis, we examined how the mentors perceived the GSR as either facilitating or hindering the reflection process of their student teachers.

3.3. Data Analysis

The question to what extent the GSR tool supports a professional dialogue between student teachers and their mentors in terms of level of development of personal theory is an explorative question. The data were analyzed as follows. First, the videotapes of the conversations were watched and analyzed in relation to the GSR of the student teachers and the respective results of the mentors’ analysis. At least two researchers discussed a case. Based on these discussions, the three levels of development of personal theories were established. In this first round, the primary focus was on the extent to which the mentors’ questions about the student teachers’ GSR sparked a dialogue reflecting instances of level 1, 2 or 3 development of the student teachers’ personal theory. In this explorative study we were merely interested in finding indications of the levels of personal theory development in these conversations. Through an iterative process of data analyses, indicative themes were located and defined in the conversations and essential parts of the conversations that illustrate such themes were identified by the first author [38]. The student teachers’ reflections were analyzed to see whether or not they matched the findings in the conversations. Finally, the mentors’ reflections provided information about how they experienced using the GSR tool. All authors checked the consistency of the analyses.

4. Results

In this section the three cases are presented. For each case we show the GSR and represent the conversation that took place between the student and the mentor with two fragments which illustrate specific turns in the conversation and indicate the levels of development of personal theory.
4.1. Case 1: How the Urge to ‘Control’ Shapes Practice (Level 2)

M1 interprets ST1’s GSR (see Figure 2), based on the GSR and on M1’s experience with the student, as follows: it reveals a pattern of control elements, that could very well point towards ST1’s insecurities about her professional functioning. M1 feels that it is important that ST1 becomes aware of this pattern, and how her personal insecurities influence her practice, potentially impeding a focus on what her students need. M1 decides to take this as a topic for their mentoring conversation. She always starts with something positive as it is her deep-felt belief that this is important for a safe learning environment. She uses the GSR to point at positive aspects of the student teacher’s personal theory. For example, in view of ST1’s developmental phase (at the start of the TE program), her personal theory is already rather elaborate. The following conversation ensued (Fragment 1).

Figure 2. The GSR contains many goals pertaining to ‘teacher control’ (bold). Many building blocks are not yet connected to goals.

Fragment 1 [emphasizing positive aspects reveal perfectionism; level 1?]:

M1: Well, I’ve studied it [points at GSR] a bit and formulated some questions. What I actually liked is that you immediately dig deep.
ST1: Really? (surprised)
M1: Yes, quite. Well, you might be able to go even deeper, but for a first-year, your analysis is quite in-depth.
ST1: Okay (a bit bewildered), I actually found it quite superficial.
M1: Why did you find it superficial?
ST1: Because I really have the feeling that I can dig deeper into the material. But, of course, I haven’t covered everything yet at the institute.
M1: Do you find that challenging?
ST1: What?
M1: Find it challenging to go that extra layer deeper.
ST1: Yes.
M1: Well, I think, [reads aloud from the GSR] ‘it motivates me’; ‘it motivates the students’; ‘building a relationship with the students’, that you already go quite in-depth into why you do it this way. Of course, you can still think about it further.
ST1: Yes.
M1: I notice that you really want to do everything perfectly. Do you recognize that yourself?
ST1: I am extremely? perfectionistic, yes [laughs] and very strict with myself.
Fragment 1 reveals ST1’s perfectionistic nature and an awareness of or felt need for input from the institute (theory feeds practice). M1 highlights ST1’s focus on her students’ motivation and shows her how she relates her practice to theoretical underpinnings. Next, M1 continues the conversation by pointing out many structural and control elements in the student teacher’s GSR and mentions that she generally often sees this in student teachers’ development. The specific ‘why is that important to you?’ inquiry from M1’s first utterance prompts a reflective professional dialogue about control goals (Fragment 2).

**Fragment 2 [control goals as a pattern; (level 2):**

M1: So, what I hear as well, you mentioned being perfectionistic, [reads aloud from the GSR] ‘keeping street culture out’, and what I also see is [reads aloud] ‘what is going well, support, structure’. I see these things a lot. Apparently, structure and control are important to you. Do you also know why this is so important for you?

ST1: For me?

M1: For you, yes

ST1: Um, I don’t know, I think it has a bit to do with myself. I am really a control freak in everything I do.

M1 smiles

ST1: I just really want to have control because, if I do not have control, then…. I was…..let’s say, hurt quite a bit outside of school, things in the past.

M1: Yes

ST1: So I am afraid—yeah, they won’t hurt me here, I think—but if I just have control, then I do what I do, and no one can hurt me.

M1: At least you’ve done what is right?

ST1: Yes, yes

M1: Because you’re afraid of being hurt

ST1: Yes, I cannot deal with that very well [laughs shyly]

M1: Yes, but it’s good that you know that about yourself.

Fragment 2 shows ST1 starting to realize how her practice is influenced by an urge for control. She also reflects on this urge by being open about negative emotions that may cause this search for control. M1 does not inquire any further into the potential effect this may have on ST1’s students. M1 focuses the rest of the conversation on how ST1 herself may deal with her perfectionism and need for control, as this is clearly rather emotional to her. For example, ST1 could try to focus on what went well, even small things (cf. learning from success) [13].

In response to M2’s question about how ST1 feels about the outcome of the conversation, that her perfectionism is central to her practice, ST1 responds that it does not really surprise her. ST1 states: ‘I knew this about myself’. In her reflections, M1 was very pleased with how the GSR helped her to quickly get to the core of ST1’s learning need. Furthermore, it made her realize how important it is to create a safe environment for this type of mentoring conversation.

To conclude, in this case the GSR tool made visible how ST1’s practice was shaped by goals revealing a personal need for control, which triggered a professional dialogue around this emotional urge. Although the mentor did not include a general reference to this in the conversation, the dialogue did lead to the important insight that a teacher’s emotional state is of influence on teaching practice and consequently the learning processes of students. We categorized this labeling of goals as a ‘level 2’ awareness.

### 4.2. Case 2 About the Importance of Explicating Implicit Routines (Level 1) and Underlying Beliefs (Level 2)

ST2 is an experienced primary teacher who is educated to become a teacher in secondary education; however, her GSR is not very elaborate (see Figure 3). M2 wonders what ST2’s professional vision is, and why higher identity goals are lacking in ST2’s GSR
(see Figure 3). M2 wonders why ST2 considers certain goals important, and whether ST2 sees relations between certain goals? The mentor notices in the student teacher’s GSR that “seeing every student” is listed as a goal only at the beginning of the lesson. She uses her knowledge of the student teacher’s practice from lesson observations to confront her that she actually works on her relationship with her students throughout her lesson in different ways. The dialogue revolves around the question: where else do you do that? The student teacher realizes that she works on the relationship at many moments. She is no longer consciously aware of it. The conversation also touches on the importance of being aware of routines:

**Fragment 1 [explicate implicit routine goals; level 1]:**

M2: I find it so nice that this comes out. Because what was on my mind when I saw the picture of your lesson, and now I’m going to grab mine [grabs GSR]. For example, I see here in your GSR ‘seeing every student’ under relationship, and then I think, hey, I think you do that not only by standing at the door and giving students time to settle, but you do that much more often in your lesson.

ST2: Yes.

M2: But I don’t see it [in the GSR picture].

ST2: No, no. It happens naturally.

M2: So basically, you’re saying it happens naturally.

ST2: It’s almost like stating the obvious, that you see a student.

M2: Yes, for you it’s stating the obvious. But someone who sees this [points at GSR] and doesn’t know you, what might they think then?

ST2: Yes, yes. They might think that everything is very [gestures delimited parts] this is it.

M2: Yes, I think someone who doesn’t know you might think, oh, does she only think to work on the relationship here, while I’ve seen your lessons and I know that you work on the relationship at many moments. So basically, I would like to ask you, could you consider on which other moments you also work on the relationship, and could you make those connections? And I’ve noticed that with several post-its, that you work on it at many more moments but that you’re not consciously aware of it anymore.

ST2: Yes, I even found that in mentoring interns, where with some you’d say, ‘yes, they have that so naturally in their interactions with students.’ And then with others, I sometimes found it quite difficult to offer guidance like, ‘try it this way or that way.’

M2: And how important is it for an intern, in this case, you being my intern, how important is it for someone who is learning to be aware of that?

ST2: Yes, um, it is important that you also know it.

Next, similar to case 1, the specific ‘why is that important to you’ inquiry in the first utterance of M2 prompts a reflective professional dialogue that helps ST2 connect seeing every student to creating a safe environment for learning.
Figure 3. The GSR of student teacher 2, who is a second career teacher. Her GSR is not very elaborate and contains rather instrumental goals that pertain to structure and instrumental learning outcomes (bold) and no higher identity goals that pertain to ‘what type of teacher I want to be’.

Fragment 2 [explicate underlying beliefs; level 2]

M2: And then I become curious. From which standpoint do you set certain goals? For example, ‘seeing every student’, now that comes from your belief that safety is important. But there’s something there again, Why is that important?

ST2: Because I think that if you feel safe, that’s when you start to learn. Because that’s how it works for me too.

M2: Okay.

ST2: And of course, I’m new here in the team. I feel very safe here, So then I can also move forward. If that’s not the case, I think it’s very unpleasant.

M2: So you’re saying safety is important for students to learn. You’re also saying safety is important for myself to work well.

ST2: Yes, yes.

ST2’s written reflections show instances of level 1 and 2 development of her personal theory. She evaluates creating the GSR as positive. ST2 explained the working of the GSR tool in the mentoring conversation as follows: ‘We mainly discovered that I do many things unconsciously because of my extensive teaching experience. Through our conversation, we did eventually delve into my motives. It’s a great tool to sharpen again what I consider important during teaching’.

In her written reflections, M2 scores working with the GSR as very positive. The main reason is that the GSR gave her an overview of ST2’s not very elaborate beliefs underlying her practice, and that it helped her to ask about this. She stated: ‘I could clearly see that underlying beliefs and vision were completely absent, but the student had indeed thought about them in the past (as revealed in the conversation), but was no longer consciously aware of them’.

To conclude, this case shows how routines can be ‘hidden’ and implicit, and not show up in a GSR. M2 used her knowledge of ST2 to make her aware of routines, that all connect to her goal that students are seen. The case also showed how a GSR invites the mentor to ask ‘why is that important for you?’, prompting the student teacher to reflect on more general beliefs about ‘good teaching’ (level 2).
4.3. Case 3 about Central Beliefs and Implicit Higher Identity Goals

It strikes M3 that ST3 places ‘relation’ and ‘structure’ at the center of her GSR (Figure 4). M3 is curious how this manifests in ST3’s practice, how she thinks about the relationship between ‘relation’ and ‘structure’, and why she considers these goals important? M3 also wants to know more about ST3’s goal ‘outside school’, what it means and why she thinks it is important. He intended to ask open questions, to explore with ST3 her personal theory. M3 asks ST3 to reflect on constructing her GSR and what she learned about herself as a teacher. This way ST3 becomes aware of goals that are central to her practice:

**Fragment 1 [awareness of central goals that shape practice; level 1]:**

M3: My first question is how did you like it, making your GSR?
ST3: Eeh, it makes you aware of what you do, or do the most. What you consider important. All those lines and a lot of lines going to one thing. And less [lines] to another thing. Well, the many lines that is what I evidently find important. Yeah, I found that out through this.

M3: Without delving too deeply into it [pointing to GSR], based on what you see here now. What has stuck with you, like, oh yes, that really stayed with me?
ST3: Yes, well, actually what I find really important. If I may mention that... Structure, because there are a lot of threads leading to that. Apparently, I incorporate that a lot in my lessons. Well, I didn’t know that. Or perhaps unconsciously, yes, but.

M3: You have now made that more conscious for yourself
ST3: Yes
M3: And did this already lead to any changes?
ST3: Yes, you also handle it more consciously, like, ‘Oh, there I go again.’ Like, see I am putting them [the students] back on the bench again.

Figure 4. A fourth-year student teacher in physical education has created a GSR in which structure and relationships are central.

Furthermore, in this case, the specific ‘why is that important to you’ inquiry in the first utterance of M3 prompts a reflective professional dialogue about ST3’s personal theory: structure is prerequisite to learning. You build up a lesson from there.
Fragment 2 [connecting central goals to theoretical notions, level 2]:

M3: Yes, it also stood out to me when I looked at it. My question is, why is structure important to you?

ST3: Uhm, I think it brings more calm, I guess. Um, yes, structure ensures that students know what to expect. Yes, I think building upon the lesson from there. Yes, you obviously start with it at the beginning of the school year, like ‘this is what happens in the lesson’.

M3: Yes, and that building upon continues when there’s a good structure in

ST3: Yes

M3: Can we then say that structure is a kind of tool for you?

ST3: Yes

M3: So, that’s actually quite an insightful observation. So, that structure is actually a ‘pre-requisite for teaching for me’

ST3: Yes exactly  

[a similar dialogue around ST3’s central goal ‘reflection’ unfolds]

After ST3 and M3 have identified that structure and relationships are crucial for ST3, M3 further explores another goal in ST3’s GSR: ‘(pupils apply what they learn) outside school’. Now, the specific ‘why is that important to you’ inquiry also prompts a reflective professional dialogue about ST3’s vision regarding the purposes of the subject she teaches, and her theoretical notions of the formative aspect of physical education.

Fragment 3 [identity goals: who do I want to be as a physics education teacher? Level 2].

M3: You indicate you don’t have much idea about the pupils outside school.

ST3: Yes that’s true

M3: You have placed it in your GSR as important. Can you describe the ideal situation outside school? And the second question: wat is your role in this?

ST3: What I see as an idea situation, is that they (the pupils) do something in the lesson and then they go and do it with their friends when they leave school. Actually, especially that, that they take something from the PE lesson which they can also do at home or with friends. What was your second question?

M3: What is your role in this?

ST3: mm I don’t really know, that’s why I’ve drawn a question mark. How can I, really.... Show them that they can do it (at home or with friends).

M3: Yes, but if I refer back to my first question, why is it so important that the pupils take something from your lesson which they can do in their own time?

ST3: eerrrr that’s about exercising for your whole life.

M3: Really? Is that something important to you?

ST3: Yes, yes. It would be nice if they could do something in the lesson and think oh that was really cool. And then you speak to them later and they say oh yeah that’s what we did in that lesson

M3: And what more does it mean to you exercising for life, what do you hope to achieve with it?

ST3: Yeah that they move and exercise!

M3: Yes, and why?

ST3: Because its good for you, it’s healthy!

M3: Yes, yes so you want to create healthy people in the world.

ST3: Yes

M3: And apart from being healthy, are there any other things? Apart from health?

ST3: Well, yes, its also about how you treat each other, taken others into consideration. How you deal with winning and losing.

M3: Yes exactly. All those skills, you hope because you teach that during the lessons, that they take that away from the lessons, because it’s good or them.

ST3: Yes, and that’s its not just in the PE lesson.
The conversation now turns to ST3 being unsure about these formative goals. She does not know whether she achieves these goals in her lessons. She plans to make it the focus of her action research project that she needs to do for the institute.

In her reflections, ST3 states that she has experienced creating the GSR as very positive; she assessed the mentoring conversation very much as an inquiring professional dialogue that provided her with a lot of self-insight. She explained: 'Because of the GSR, we could have a more purposeful conversation, whereas normally it’s more general, like “how was the class?” That’s very open-ended, but now we were consistently pulling out specific segments from the lesson. There were many questions asked and M3 didn’t fill in much himself. I had to think for myself.”

M3 looks back positively on the GSR tool and how it helped to focus the mentoring conversation about the teacher ST3 wants to be [logbook]. M3 wrote: 'When I think back to the conversation, I am quite satisfied. When I first saw her GSR I found her goals quite superficial. Of course I adapted my questions to meet her learning needs. My expectation though was that if I asked the correct questions the overlying goals would become apparent. At the end of the conversation ST3 explained that she would like to be remembered as the teacher who ‘saw the pupils for who they are’. By using the GS she has now got something to help her in achieving this goal. She can now see where she needs to make adjustments’.

To conclude, case 3 illustrates—similar to cases 1 and 2—how the GSR tool stimulates inquiry into patterns and motives. In this case, it leads to ST3’s awareness of central goals that shape her practices, and of what she considers the formative learning objectives of her subject (e.g., dealing with winning and losing; level 2). She also realizes that she does not know how she achieves these formative learning objectives. Hence, the dialogue about her GSR seems to trigger the awareness of a need for further information to underpin her practices in order to be able to develop practice. This indicates a starting point for the level 3 development of her personal theory.

5. Discussion

The GSR tool helps articulate implicit knowledge regarding both teaching practice (lesson building blocks) and preparation, as well as underlying pedagogical motives (as goal hierarchies), thus making it shareable, investigable and transformational.

The shareable level (level 1) implies explicating and understanding goal–means connections as part of the student teacher’s personal theory. The GSR tool initiated professional dialogue on this level in all three cases.

The investigable level (level 2) implies that goal–means relationships are explicitly questioned, elaborated, and connected to general theoretical concepts. All three cases showed instances of this level, although they made connections to more general concepts. The transformational level (level 3) pertains to hypothesizing about possible new actions, and why such actions might lead to new learning processes and learning experiences. Theory is used in the professional dialogue to bring up ideas about possible new practices. This level of development of the student teacher’s personal theory was not yet apparent in the three cases.

We aim to conclude by offering reflections on our findings. Given the exploratory nature of this study, it is crucial to approach interpretations and generalizations of the results with caution. Therefore, we also propose directions for future research.

Overall, we can conclude that within the internship context, the GSR tool can facilitate a professional dialogue between school-based mentors and their student teachers regarding the latter’s personal theories. By doing so, the GSR tool addressed in these three cases a persisting challenge in teacher education: how to help student teachers to bridge the theory with their practical experiences. As noted by Sjölie [7], student teachers often have unrealistic expectations of educational theories, expecting them to provide prescriptive solutions for their practices rather than descriptive insights. Through the use of the GSR tool, the student teacher begins to grasp and experience that both theory and practice
only exist through the eye of the beholder. Following from that, it starts to become clear that every theory needs contextualization. This insight puts the student teacher in control of the theory, taking away their feeling of being controlled by practice only and misled by the theories. Exploring such shifts in the attitudes of student teachers toward theory was not within the scope of this study and should be a focus of future research. Furthermore, mentors typically are not engaged daily with the theory behind the practice and do not operate in a research-based environment. They seem to be in need of further support, next to the GSR tool, to help them question and deepen the underlying theoretical issues. This finding is in line with a recent survey on school-based teacher educators’ professional development needs showing their need for support on research-related aspects of their work [39]. Future research should focus on this type of support.

Besides contributing to a more realistic expectation of theory in practice, the data highlight the critical role of professional dialogue in utilizing the GSR tool. It is in the interaction between the student and the mentor that perceptions, underlying motivations and theoretical notions become apparent. The dialogue could be viewed as taking place between the student teachers’ inner selves and the explication of their performances and motives in the GSR tool. Next, the interaction takes place between two (or more) people: a new and an experienced teacher, the mentee and mentor. Both interactions contribute to explicating the implicit and making it shareable and negotiable, and providing food for thought and transformation. Viewing the GSR tool through the lens of its dialogical effect aligns with a hermeneutic view on teaching and learning as inherently enactivistic, which states that cognitive growth does not occur in the individual’s mind but in the shared interaction between people and between peoples and their cultural tools [40,41]. To strengthen the function of the GSR tool, the quality of the dialogue that emerges from it while being used is crucial for enlarging its potential in developing personal theory with (student) teachers.

To conclude, the GSR tool has functioned as a tool for sparking a professional dialogue about personal theories of teachers in the context of pre-service teacher education, professional development of teachers and now mentoring practices as well. This demonstrates that the GSR tool has the potential to function as a boundary object [42] between learning at the institute and at the workplace, and, as such, contribute to the development of a shared language, a shared idea of how theory can serve practice, and a collective professional dialogue between all teacher educators involved in pre-service teacher education. This conclusion aligns with extensive research on the role of reflection in teacher education, which has pointed out the necessity of including theory in the process of reflection, in addition to intrapersonal matters, and the importance of the quality of the dialogue [43]. As the research on reflection shows, both matters are not easy to fulfill and often lack behind, leading to unsatisfying reflective loops [44]. The GSR tool can help reflection to become double-looped or even triple-looped [45].

Building on these case studies, we continue exploring if and how the GSR tool can support both students and their mentors to spark their professional dialogues about practice with helpful theory.
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